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Abstract
The measurement of speech intelligibility (SI) still mainly re-
lies on time-consuming and expensive subjective experiments
because no versatile objective measure can predict SI. One
promising candidate of an SI prediction method is an approach
with a deep neural network (DNN)-based automatic speech
recognition (ASR) system, due to its recent great advance. In
this paper, we propose and evaluate SI prediction methods based
on the posteriors of DNN-based ASR systems. Posteriors,
which are the probabilities of phones given acoustic features,
are derived using forced alignments between clean speech and
a phone sequence. We evaluated some variations of the poste-
riors to improve the prediction performance. As a result of our
experiments, a prediction method using a squared cumulative
posterior probability achieved better accuracy than the conven-
tional SI predictors based on well-established objective mea-
sures (STOI and eSTOI).
Index Terms: speech intelligibility prediction, enhancement,
DNN-based ASR, posterior, clean alignment

1. Introduction
Accurate objective prediction of speech intelligibility (SI) is im-
portant for improving room acoustics and, more recently, de-
veloping effective speech enhancement algorithms for hearing
aids. So, many indexes that predict SI have been proposed. The
speech intelligibility index (SII) [1] and the speech transmission
index (STI) [2] are well-known reference-based models, which
evaluate test signals by comparing them with clean, undis-
torted signals. These indexes, however, cannot correctly esti-
mate SI of signals processed by such nonlinear noise suppres-
sion algorithms as spectral subtraction (SS) and Wiener filtering
(WF). Recently, short time objective intelligibility (STOI) [3]
and extended-STOI (eSTOI) [4] were proposed to broaden the
applicable types of signals including those enhanced by ideal
time-frequency masks. Several studies have addressed SI pre-
diction models using auditory filterbanks to improve prediction
performance. For example, the speech-based envelope power
spectrum model (sEPSM) [5] was proposed based on the combi-
nation of a linear gammatone auditory filterbank [6] and a mod-
ulation filterbank. The model was extended to include more re-
alistic nonlinear processing by using the dynamic compressive
gammachirp filterbank [7, 8] and to develop the gammachirp
envelope distortion index (GEDI) [9, 10].

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are promis-
ing candidates for good SI predictors [11, 12, 13]. Methods
based on the posterior probabilities, derived from the acoustic
model of ASR systems, can well predict the SI of pathological
speech signals [14, 15] and the speech signals synthesized by
text-to-speech (TTS) systems [16]. The posteriors were calcu-
lated using forced alignment or template-matching.
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Figure 1: Proposed SI prediction method based on posterior
derived from DNN acoustic model

The ability of state-of-the-art ASR systems, incorporated
with deep neural networks (DNN), is approaching that of hu-
man auditory systems. In certain situations, the behavior or
error pattern of ASR systems approach that of human speech
recognition (HSR) systems [17, 18]. Based on this background,
DNN-based ASR systems have been investigated for predict-
ing subjective SI [19, 20, 21]. A previous work [21], compared
the intelligibility, or recognition accuracy, of noisy speech be-
tween HSR and DNN-based ASR. Then they proposed a pre-
diction method that does not require reference signals and tran-
scription of the sentences, using the M posteriogram derived
from a DNN-based ASR system [22]. The SI predictions were
better than those by existing methods when using the German
matrix sentence test which uses only a small size of word vo-
cabulary. For unlimited vocabulary size, a SI prediction model
was proposed based on the phone accuracy of a DNN-based
ASR with a phone language model [23]. The model more accu-
rately predicted SI of enhanced speech than conventional meth-
ods when subjective experiments and objective predictions were
performed with low-familiarity words which are rarely used in
the everyday environment but listed in a Japanese dictionary.

Although the posteriors of DNN-based ASR systems are a
promising approach for the SI prediction, it has not yet been ap-
plied to predicting the SI of enhanced speech. So, in this paper,
we investigate the performance of the SI prediction method us-
ing posteriors, which are derived from the DNN acoustic model,
for enhanced noisy speech. We also propose and evaluate to use
cumulative posterior distributions and their powers. We demon-
strate that the proposed SI prediction methods based on the
transformed posteriors predict SI measures are more accurate
than the existing STOI and eSTOI methods.

2. Proposed method using posterior of
DNN-based ASR

Figure 1 shows our proposed SI prediction method, which uses
the posterior of an ASR system. ASR systems consist of a
DNN-based acoustic model and a phone bi-gram as a language
model. In this paper, we trained the ASR systems using Kaldi
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[24], which is open source software for speech recognition, with
training data from the corpus of spontaneous Japanese (CSJ)
[25, 26]. Section 3.3 shows the details of ASR training. We
obtained phone bi-grams by calculating the frequency distribu-
tions of two adjacent phones in the training data. The phone
bi-gram can represent any phone sequences and thus we do not
need to use a word dictionary (lexicon) to perform ASR. We de-
vised variations of posteriors called measures and predicted SI
based on the measures through a prediction function. In the fol-
lowing, we describe how to obtain the posteriors, the measures,
and the predicted SI.

2.1. Posterior

Suppose we have a clean, undistorted reference signal and a
test speech signal to evaluate SI. X = x1, x2, · · · , xT and
m1,m2, · · · ,mN respectively represent an audio feature se-
quence of the reference speech and a phone sequence. T andN
respectively denote the length of the frame sequence and phone
sequences, and N < T . Let xt be an acoustic feature to be put
into the DNN acoustic model, and zmn(xt) be its output corre-
sponding to the nth phone mn. Then, the posterior probability
of the phone, P (mn|xt), is calculated by softmax as

P (mn|xt) =
exp(zmn(xt))∑
m exp(zm(xt))

. (1)

We introduce a mapping function n = φ(t) that aligns each
feature xt at each frame t (= 1, 2, · · · , T ) to a phone mn. The
function should satisfy φ(1) = 1, φ(T ) = N , and φ(t + 1) =

φ(t) or φ(t)+1. Forced alignment φ(1) φ(2) · · ·φ(T ) is found
by maximizing the following posterior probability with respect
to φ(1)φ(2) · · ·φ(T ),

Prob.(mφ(1),mφ(2), · · · ,mφ(T )|x1, x2 · · · , xT )
≈ P (mφ(1)|x1)P (mφ(2)|x2) · · ·P (mφ(T )|xT ). (2)

The approximation holds if the events among individual frames
are independent. Let Y = y1, y2 · · · , yT represent a feature
sequence of the test speech, then the log posterior probability
for the test speech becomes

lp(Y ) =
∑
t logP (mφ(t)|yt). (3)

Posterior lp(Y ) can be considered as the possibility of the test
signals to be correctly recognized. If lp(Y ) is high for a test sig-
nal, the SI of the test signals is expected to be high. In contrast,
if lp(Y ) is low, the SI is expected to be low.

Furthermore, we evaluated the prediction performance
based on several variations of posteriors. The cumulative pos-
terior probability distribution Q(m|Yt) is defined as

Q(m|Yt) =
∑

m′:P (m′|Yt)≥P (m|Yt)

P (m′|Yt). (4)

Q(m|Yt) indicates the relative possibility that feature Yt more
unlikely to fit phone m among all the phones. As Q(m|Yt)
becomes smaller, feature Yt more likely to fit phone m among
all the phones. If the posterior P (m|Yt) is largest, the cumu-
lative posterior Q(m|Yt) is almost 0. On the other hand, if
P (m|Yt) is smallest, the Q(m|Yt) is 1. In addition, we con-
sider the power of P (m|Yt) and Q(m|Yt). In short, we have
the following measures lp(Y, α) and lcp(Y, α):

lp(Y ;α) =
∑
t

log
P (mφ(t)|Yt)

α∑
m P (m|Yt)α

, (5)

lcp(Y ;α) =
∑
t

log
Q(mφ(t)|Yt)

α∑
mQ(m|Yt)α

. (6)
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram for experimental compari-
son of prediction performance between proposed method and
STOI/eSTOI

The denominators in Eqs. (5) and (6) are the normalization fac-
tors. If an exponent α is large, greater P (m|Yt) (Q(m|Yt))
receives more emphasis. In an extreme case where α is infinity,
the largest probability is 1 and the others are 0. In this paper,
we investigate α = 1.0, 0.5, 2.0 and lp(Y ; 1.0) = lp(Y ). The
capital letters of the measures without a signal feature such as
LP (0.5) and LCP (2.0) represent the prediction methods.

2.2. Prediction function

For predicting the SI SIpred from the above mentioned measures
M (= lp(Y, α) or lcp(Y, α)), we introduce a logistic function
f, which is called a prediction function, as

SIpred = f(M ; a, b) =
1

1.0 + exp (aM + b)
× 100. (7)

When we predict the SI of the signals under a particular condi-
tion, the measures are averaged over their signals. The averaged
measures are used to obtain the predicted SI values.

Parameters a and b are determined by the least squared error
method using the SI of reference speech signals obtained by
subjective experiments. Note that we used the same function
form for all the prediction methods, including STOI and eSTOI.

3. Experimental comparison of prediction
performance

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of our experiments that
compare prediction performance. Suppose that we have clean
signals. The clean signals are used for generating the noisy sig-
nals, for performing forced alignment of the proposed ASR-
based predictor, and as the reference signals for STOI/eSTOI.
We obtain the SI of the noisy signals by subjective experiments.
We find the parameters of a prediction function by minimizing
errors between subjective and predicted SIs of the noisy sig-
nals. On the other hand, when evaluating the SI predictor, we
only used enhanced signals, and evaluated the errors between
subjective and predicted SIs of the enhanced signals.
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3.1. Test signals for SI evaluation

We made speech signals for evaluating SI from Japanese four
morae words contained in the familiarity-controlled word lists
2007 (FW07) [27, 28]. The morae roughly denote consonant-
vowel syllables. In subjective experiments, we used speech data
of the words with the lowest familiarity to prevent listeners from
completing the answers based on their linguistic knowledge.

We added pink noise with an SNR of +3, 0, -3, and -6 dB
and babble noise with an SNR of +6, +3, 0, and -3dB to the
clean speech signals contained in FW07. Babble noise was
generated by mixing 32 speech signals contained in the CSJ
[25, 26]. Speech signals, which are only affected by additive
noise, are hereafter called “unprocessed noisy” (UP) signals.

The noisy signals were enhanced by spectral subtraction
(SS) [29] and a Wiener filter (WF) [30]. With SS, we obtained
the estimated amplitude spectrum of clean speech ŜS(ω) by
subtracting the amplitude spectrum of noise |ŜN (ω)|. Over-
subtraction factor was fixed to 1.0 and this method is called
SS(1.0)below. Our WF-based speech enhancement algorithm
estimates the filter using a pre-trained speech model [30]. We
controlled the noise residue in WF by the parameter ε (0 ≤
ε ≤ 1), where noise reduction increases as the value decreases.
We used WF with ε values of 0.0 and 0.2, called WF(0.0) and
WF(0.2) .

Although clean signals only contain utterance intervals,
both unprocessed and enhanced noisy signals have non-
utterance intervals before and after an utterance. However, the
positions of the utterance intervals are required for calculating
the posteriors of ASR systems and comparing them with the
clean signals in STOI/eSTOI. In our experimental condition, we
obtained accurate non-voice segments by calculating the cross
correlation between the test and clean signals.

3.2. Subjective experiments

The results of the subjective experiments conducted in previous
works [8, 9, 10] are used to evaluate the prediction performance
and determine the prediction functions.

Here we briefly describe how to experimentally obtain
the subjective SI. Nine (four males and five females) normal-
hearing (NH) listeners between 20 and 23 years old partici-
pated in the experiments, which evaluated the SI of additive
pink noise and its enhanced speech data. Fourteen (eight males
and six females) NH listeners between 19 and 24 participated in
the experiments, which evaluated the SI of the additive babble
noise and its enhanced speech data. Their native language was
Japanese. The presented stimuli consisted of 400 words, which
combined four signal processing conditions, four SNR condi-
tions, and twenty words for each condition. The listeners were
instructed to write down the words they heard in “hiragana,”
which roughly corresponds to Japanese morae. Word accura-
cies present subjective SI in this paper.

3.3. ASR systems

We extracted training data of ASR systems from the corpus
of spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [25, 26], which contained 296
hours of academic lectures and other data from 986 speakers
(809 males and 177 females). The speech signals were sampled
at 16 kHz, and the frame length and frame shift were 32 ms (512
samples) and 10 ms. We prepared training datasets consisting
of only clean and noisy speech signals. Enhanced speech sig-
nals were not used for training since enhancement algorithms
are usually unknown when ASR systems are trained. 20 % of
the training data is clean speech, and the rest is equally parti-
tioned into eight types of noisy speech: pink-noisy speech at
SNR levels of +3, 0, -3, and -6 dB and babble-noisy speech at

SNR levels of +6, +3, 0, and -3 dB.
The ASR systems were trained using the nnet1 recipe in

Kaldi [24]. The DNN-based acoustic model has six hidden lay-
ers. In DNN training, we used filterbank (FBank) as input fea-
tures, which had 40 channels, spliced into ±17 frames without
speaker adaptation. The output layer of the DNN-based acous-
tic model had 9144 units.

3.4. STOI and eSTOI

We employed short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) [3] and
extended-STOI (eSTOI) [4] to compare the prediction perfor-
mance with the proposed prediction method based on ASR.
STOI is the de facto standard intelligibility measure, which cor-
relates well with the intelligibility of the speech signals pro-
cessed by the ideal binary mask algorithm [31]. eSTOI cal-
culates the index from the spectral correlation of sub-band en-
velopes, whereas the original STOI calculated it directly from
temporal correlations. We calculated STOI and eSTOI mea-
sures using pystoi [32].

We derived the speech intelligibility, which is predicted by
STOI or eSTOI, through the same prediction function as the
proposed method by replacing the ASR measures with the STOI
or eSTOI measures.

3.5. Evaluation of prediction performance

We evaluated the prediction errors by 32 speech conditions: the
combinations of two noise types (pink or babble), four SNRs,
and four enhancement conditions (UP, SS(1.0), WF(0.0) , or
WF(0.2) ). We obtained the subjective SI, I(N,D,E), by av-
eraging all subjects for noise (N ), SNR (D), and enhancement
(E). Similarly, MP (N,D,E) represents the averaged mea-
sures for the prediction method P . For example, the averaged
measure of a squared cumulative posterior prediction method
LCP(2.0) becomes

MLCP(2.0)
(N,D,E) = 〈lcp(Y ; 2.0)〉Y∼(N,D,E) . (8)

〈·〉Y∼(N,D,E) denotes the average over all 400 words with the
lowest familiarity in FW07 under the condition (N,D,E), that
were used in subjective experiments. The averaged prediction
error for all data is defined as the root mean squared errors (RM-
SEs) between the predicted and subjective SIs.√ ∑

N,D,E={SS(1.0),WF(0.0),WF(0.2)}

(f(MP (N,D,E); a, b)− I(N,D,E))2 (9)

We predicted SI using phone accuracy to compare it with
other methods. We employed phone accuracy instead of word
accuracy since the language model is a phone bi-gram and is
expected to obtain more detailed information. This prediction
method is represented by PACC .

3.6. Results

Table 1 summarizes parameters a and b in Eq.(7) in Sec.2.2,
determined with the least squares method.

Figure 3 shows averaged measures MP (N,D,E) versus
subjective SI I(N,D,E) for STOI (right) and LCP(2.0) (left).
The red dots, which present the SI of the unprocessed noisy sig-
nals, determined the prediction functions drawn in the red lines.
The red lines predict the blue and green dots, which respec-
tively represent the SI of enhanced signals added pink and bab-
ble noise. Although STOI overestimates the SI of the signals
with pink noise, the predicted SI of LCP (2.0) is distributed
around the prediction function.
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Table 1: Parameter values of prediction functions.

Parameters STOI eSTOI ASR ASR (posterior-based methods)
PACC LP (1.0) LCP (1.0) LP (0.5) LCP (0.5) LP (2.0) LCP (2.0)

a -7.98 -5.56 -0.05 3.63 -12.08 4.73 -9.87 2.40 -18.57
b 6.03 3.12 2.64 -6.42 3.11 -7.63 6.33 -5.64 1.92

Table 2: RMSEs between human results and predictions

Noise Enhance STOI eSTOI ASR ASR (posterior-based methods)
PACC LP (1.0) LCP (1.0) LP (0.5) LCP (0.5) LP (2.0) LCP (2.0)

Pink

SS(1.0) 16.35 20.35 10.40 5.94 4.19 6.39 9.62 4.17 5.60
WF(0.0) 11.61 13.89 6.91 4.90 6.90 6.11 5.74 5.75 7.84
WF(0.2) 6.34 6.97 4.69 5.32 3.87 3.84 3.82 4.70 3.65

Babble

SS(1.0) 9.65 11.63 21.34 20.09 15.10 18.12 24.44 18.00 14.42
WF(0.0) 5.83 8.07 8.87 6.73 12.62 7.20 7.68 8.79 9.37
WF(0.2) 5.20 4.68 9.98 4.94 9.54 7.86 7.67 4.95 4.86

Average over all data 9.97 12.10 11.63 9.67 9.65 9.44 11.94 9.11 8.42

Table 3: Pearson correlation coefficients between human results and predictions for each prediction method

STOI eSTOI ASR ASR (posterior-based methods)
PACC LP (1.0) LCP (1.0) LP (0.5) LCP (0.5) LP (2.0) LCP (2.0)

0.941 0.927 0.891 0.894 0.886 0.899 0.850 0.897 0.920
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Figure 3: Prediction measures versus subjective SI. Red lines
shows the prediction functions

Table 2 shows the prediction errors using STOI, eSTOI,
PACC , and various measures based on the posteriors of the
ASR systems for enhancement algorithms and noise types. No
method wins under all conditions. However, the overall trend
indicates that STOI and eSTOI are good at signals with babble
noise and posterior-based methods are good at signals with pink
noise. For the averaged prediction errors of all the data, which
are shown at the bottom, the lowest prediction error is achieved
by a method based on the squared cumulative posterior predic-
tion LCP(2.0). While the performance of this method achieves
the best in three out of the six tasks, the performance of the
other ones is not poor either.

Table 3 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients between
the subjective SI and the prediction values for each prediction
method. STOI yielded the highest correlation. The highest cor-
relation among the methods based on the ASR systems is the
square cumulative posterior method LCP(2.0). Although the
correlation of LCP(2.0) is slightly lower than STOI, it is com-
parable with STOI. From the viewpoint of prediction perfor-
mance, prediction errors are more important than correlations
since they are directly connected to the prediction accuracy.

4. Concluding remarks

This paper proposed an SI prediction method based on the
posteriors of DNN-based ASR systems. We only trained the
ASR systems with clean and noisy speech signals since we as-
sumed that enhancement algorithms are unknown during train-
ing. From the viewpoint of prediction errors, we confirmed
that SI is predicted better by the squared cumulative poste-
rior method LCP(2.0) than such conventional methods as STOI
and eSTOI. However, our prediction performance is poor for
babble-noisy speech enhanced by SS(1.0). The reason remains
unclear and its resolution is future work.

This paper shows that it is possible to improve the predic-
tion of SI by tuning the hyperparameter α. Determining the
optimal value of α is future work.

This experimental condition described in Sec.3 is natural
when we consider the following situation. We are developing
the algorithms that enhance the noisy signals made from clean
speech signals to improve the intelligibility. It is acceptable to
subjectively obtain the SI of only the noisy signals in advance.
However, it is unfeasible to carry out subjective experiments ev-
ery time the algorithms are modified. In short, we want to pre-
dict the SI of the enhanced noisy signals when we have clean
signals and the subjective SI of the noisy signals. In this as-
sumption, we need that the prediction performance is accurate
as possible utilizing any available information. Therefore, our
proposal and investigation are critical for providing a precise SI
prediction method when clean speech is available.
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